Sohela’s Mir Crescendo located
at Baridhara, sarwardi avenue is
a 8 storied residential complex
consisting of 7 apartments.
There is an extensive parking
space covering the ground floor
area & a Rooftop Swimming
Pool, what makes the project
stand apart is its unique idea of
only 1 flat on each floor from 2nd
to 8th floors.
At you can make a choice of your
suitable home from apartments
approximately 4052 sft. gross
areas. Perfectly planned
spacious rooms promise your
pleasure and peace of mind with
affluent flow of fresh air and
natural light. Besides exclusive
features, the apartment dwellers
will be privileged with the close
proximity to meet up all the
urban facilities.
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Features & Amenities
CIVIL WORKS
 The building structure will be reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) frame structure with slab.
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 Internal paint (wall and ceiling) will be Plastic paint (Berger).
 Exterior wall will be painted with weather coat paint (Berger).
 General floors will be 24” X 24” mirror polish Homogeneous tiles (MIR/RAK or equivalent).
 Internal paint (wall and ceiling) will be Plastic paint (Berger).
 Safety grills in windows with mosquito & fly proofing net.
 For general floors imported mirror polish homogeneous tiles (32” x 32”).
 Sliding windows as per Architectural Design of the Building.
 Railing shall be provided with SS post with tempered glass in varandahs.
 4” matching color aluminum section (BTA/Fu-wang/KAI or equivalent) in all windows & sliding shutters.
 Char coal aluminum section (BTA/ Fu-wang/ KAI or equivalent) in all windows & sliding double glassed shutters with
 Safety grills in the verandah as per the architectural design of the building.
mosquito netting.
 Good quality bricks, stone aggregate (for column, slab, footing, grade beam and underground reservoir only) will be
 Triple pane glass windows in front side of the Building.
used as per structural design requirement.
 Good quality jhama picket and stone aggregate (for column, slab, footing, grade beam and underground reservoir only)
 First class bricks / concrete bricks will be used in the walls.
will be used as per structural design requirement.
 60 / 72 grades deformed bar will be used in the structure.
 Good quality available 1st class/concrete bricks will be used in the walls.
 MIR Cement will be used.
 75 / 60 grades deformed bar will be used in the structure.
ELECTRICAL WORKS
 MIR Cement will be used.
 Good quality MK Type/Energypac or equivalent imported electrical switches & sockets.
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 Imported electrical sub distribution box (SDB) with circuit breaker. (HAVELS or equivalent)
 Good quality MK Singapure or equivalent imported
electrical switches & sockets.
 Provision for air-conditioner in Master bed, 2nd bed & living area.
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BATHROOM
FEATURES
 Telephone
line Provision in Master bed, child bed, family living & living area.
Standard
quality sanitary wares in all bathrooms (RAK/Rosa) except maid’s toilet.
  WI-FI
Provision.
 Standard
quality chrome plated (CP) fittings in all bathrooms (Sattar or Nazma).
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 Provision for hot water lines in Master & 2nd bathroom.
 Mirror in all bathrooms with overhead lamp points.
 RAK/MIR ceramic tiles on wall up to 7’-0” height.
 Imported Cabinet basin with marble top in all permissible bathrooms except maid’s toilet.
 Maid’s bath with long pan, shower & lowdown.
 Provision for hot water lines in all bathrooms.
 Provision for exhaust fan.
 Imported glazed ceramic wall tiles up to false ceiling.
KITCHEN FEATURES
 Enclosure in Master bath & 2nd bath only.
 Impressively designed platform with granite tiles (24”x12”) worktop.
 Exhaust fan in all bathrooms.
 Standard quality MIR/RAK glazed ceramic wall tiles up to 7’ height.
 Provision for walk-in closets.
 Double burner gas outlet.
KITCHEN FEATURES
 RAK/MIR glazed homogeneous floor tiles (16”x16”).
 Impressively designed platform with granite slab worktop.
 One stainless steel countertop sink (single bowl, single tray) with mixer.
 Standard quality imported glazed ceramic wall tiles up to full height.
 Suitably located one exhaust fan provision.
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 Suitably located one exhaust fan.
 Washing area in kitchen verandah with tile finish.
 Provision for hot water lines at kitchen sink.
 Provision for kitchen hood.

DOORS








Solid Burma teak/ imported decorative main entrance door shutter with 
Solid teak/ imported solid wooden door frame

Check viewer, Door Chain

Door handle with good quality security lock

Calling bell switch of good quality

Apartment number plate
All Internal door shutter (except the maid’s toilet) of Burma teak solid door.
For verandah & toilet door shutter will be decorative teak chambule veneer flush door shutter with inner side lacquered
(PARTEX/ HATIL or equivalent).
All internal door frames will be of Burma Teak.
All internal doors with a good quality mortise lock with one tower bolt (except maid’s toilet).
France polished door frame and shutters.

OTHER FEATURES














02 (Two) nos. International Standard Lifts of 10 (Ten) passengers & 15 (Fifteen) passengers capacity (Shanghai/
Mitsubishi/ Daewoo/ Schneider or equivalent) with ARD & AVR.
Video Intercom System.
Cylinder Gas connection system in each apartment.
Each apartment will have independent electrical meter (three phase as per DESA/ DESCO rules).
Water supply connection and sewerage outlet facility by WASA with individual meter for total complex.
Fire extinguisher will be provided in each floor as per existing country’s building code.
Cloth drying lines at rooftop.
All wiring will be concealed with separate cable for each apartment.
Granite/Marble finished in ground floor lift lobby and walls.
Imported Ceramic wall tiles & mat/ glazed homogeneous floor tiles in all other lift lobbies.
Imported homogeneous nosing stair tiles in all stsaircases.
Stair railing will be of SS and glass combination.
One Standby auto start emergency Generator with sound reducing canopy (i.e. Perkins/ Cummins or equivalent) for
operation in Case of Power Failure of:
 Lifts
 Water Pumps
 Generator back up for full load of the Building
 CC camera in ground floor for security coverage in reception area, boundary, main gate, parking area and lift lobby
area.

COMMON AMENITIES:
 Swimming pool at rooftop
 Fully equipped Gymnasium
 Community centre with 32”x32” mirror polish homogenous tiles.
POST HAND OVER SERVICE:
 Preparation of By Laws and formation of Apartment Owners Association
 Recruitment and training of Association staffs.
 Development of bill collection and payment systems
 12 (Twelve) months free repair & maintenance of technical problems.
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Terms
Conditions
Terms & Conditions
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*Disclaimer: All images and drawings are indicative and used for presentation purposes; these may be changed due to
technical reasons.

